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ABOUT ENRICH
Our story began in 2009, when a group of professionals from the finance and student loan
industries decided to tackle the alarming lack of financial capability nationally. Our first product,
iGrad, became an award-winning financial literacy platform, which now helps over 600 colleges
across the country improve their students’ financial literacy. Empowered by our success with
iGrad, we were excited to bring financial capability to a much wider audience - with Enrich.
In launching Enrich, our team has leveraged our financial literacy expertise and award-winning
technology to offer a product tailored to the unique needs of the average consumer, as well as
the broader marketplace. We are pleased to partner with credit unions, financial institutions,
businesses, and other organizations to offer financial literacy solutions that work.

MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
As Alan Greenspan astutely remarked, “The number one
problem in today’s generation and economy is the lack
of financial literacy.” Most of us intuitively know that
being financially literate is the first step toward making
wise financial decisions and more and more data that is
released supports that intuition. The fact of the matter
is that financial wellness (or lack thereof) affects all of
us and you can be sure that if an employee is stressed
about their finances, it will absolutely have an impact on
their job performance in some way.
Our team of financial wellness experts is proud to offer the Enrich platform as an award
winning, tried and true resource for these seeking to be more financially literate. We
understand that people learn in different ways and that any experience has to be relevant and
timely to the lives of the individual. To that end, the Enrich platform is extremely dynamic and a
results oriented platform that is an invaluable addition to any employee benefits program. We
look forward to hearing from you and showing how Enrich can be an asset to your company.
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Americans faced their own financial mortality.
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MONEY CAUSES STRESS
Percentage of people who reported being stressed
out about money from 2008 to 2013.

According to the American Psychological
Association, money has been the biggest
cause of stress among Americans. Nearly 75% of adults reported being stressed
about money at least some of the time,
while 22% reported extreme stress over
money in the past month. Money also outranked other factors such as work, family,
and health.

Even as the economy continues to grow, low
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levels of financial literacy are affecting the
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health of millions of hard-working Americans.

for employers who are

Perhaps it's time for employers to invest in

interested in developing the financial skills

the people who power the engine that keeps

of their employees. It directly addresses the

their company moving forward. Financial

effects of financial literacy on absenteeism,

wellness is a powerful tool that can help

health, and productivity. In a poll of 400

decrease stress. As stress levels decrease,
employees are less likely to take sick days,
which can help decrease the cost of health

Stress Levels by Generation

premiums and boost productivity. According

48%

to Prawitz and Garman, employers can expect

36%

a return of $2,000 for every $250 invested per

53%

employee.5

60%

$300 Per Year

Estimated incremental cost of a financially
distressed employee.7

Percentage of people who reported stress as a
result of dealing with financial situation

companies, AON-Hewitt concluded that 75% of
companies surveyed plan to expand employee
benefits to include and support financial
wellness.6
Now, more than ever, it is imperative that
employers educate their employees about
their finances. Promoting financial literacy
doesn’t just benefit employees, it can help
companies save money, recruit top talent,
decrease employee turnaround, and gain a
competitive advantage.

According to Morgenson, G. (2008), Americans

The Society for Human

accumulated over 2.5 trillion dollars in

Resource Management

personal consumer debt in 2008.8

cited an overall lack of
monetary funds as the most prevalent

Finances as a Distraction at Work

personal financial challenge (49%) reported by
employees. Medical expenses came in
second (35%) while saving for retirement
(26%), credit card debt (22%), and mortgage
payments (22%) followed thereafter.11
The National Foundation for Credit
Counseling found that 1 in 10 homeowners
missed or were late on a mortgage payment in
the past year.

24%

12%

29%

35%

Percentage of employees who report that
finances have been a distraction at work

7% were involved in debt collection while 36%
had no savings and 28% did not save money
for retirement.12

An International consumer resourcefulness

According to Metlife’s 9th Annual study of

study conducted by ING Group reported that

Employee Benefits Trends, 58% of employers

33% of consumers worldwide have no

admit that financial “illness” plays a role in

emergency fund and only 14% have enough to

absenteeism while 78% believe that financial

cover expenses for more than a year.9

problems can have an adverse effect on
productivity.13

According to a 2008 survey by Kaiser Family
Foundation, 61% of Americans reported
having ‘Serious Financial Problems’. Problems
mentioned in the survey included: paying for
gas, getting a good paying job or raise, paying
for health care, paying rent or mortgage,
paying for food, and credit card problems.10

20% of Employees
reported skipping work
in the past year to
take care of financial
problems.14

83% of employers said that productivity is

Prater and Smith also

hampered by financial concerns.15

reported that 19% of
employees spent work

22% of human resources professionals admit
that personal finance problems have a “large

time dealing with personal debt and credit
issues.20

impact” on employee engagement.16
According to Skimmyhorn (2014), a personal
Finding It Hard to Meet Monthly Expenses

financial management course saw the average
retirement contribution amount double from
$15 to $30. If those amounts hold up for just
two years, it results in an additional $4,300 in
savings over a working career.21
81% of employees admit that their finances
have hampered their productivity.17

Percentage of people, by generation, who find it
hard to meet their monthly expenses
Merrill et al. (2012) found that financial stress
had a greater impact on presenteeism than
did health issues such as depression and
anxiety, with 40% of employees admitting
to an inability to report high levels of
concentration while at work.18

Prater and Smith (2011) reported that
employees reported spending over 2 hours a
day on personal business, costing employers
an average of $8,875 per employee per year.19

97% of Workers
admitted to managing
their personal finances
while at work.22

According to Jennifer Robison, Senior Editor

According to Weaver

of the Gallup Business Journal, the yearly cost

(2010), it costs

of lost productivity due to sick days for those

organizations $118

who reported the worst levels of well-being is

billion dollars as a result of absenteeism.25

$28,800, compared to $6,618 for those who
are “at the midpoint of the ‘struggling zone’”

Similarly, a study on the financial impact

and $840 for those with the highest levels of

of absenteeism conducted by Mercer, Inc.

well-being.23

estimated the total cost to be 36% of a
company’s base payroll26.
Who is Enrich for?

While the most commonly reported reason
for unscheduled time off is illness, financial
stress has been found to be one of the leading
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causes. (Bagwell & Kim, 2003; Kim & Garman,
2003; 2004).27
Bagwell & Kim (2003) have found that

In a report that analyzed the health risks

increased financial literacy reduces

and medical expenses of 92,000 employees

absenteeism.28

over 3 years, Goetzel et al. (2012) says that
employees reporting high stress were $413
more costly per year than those who were not
stressed. Similarly, smoking was found to raise
the cost of health care by an average of $587.
The same study pointed out that their

The most financially stressed employees can
spend up to 20 hours per month dealing with
financial issues. This includes: negotiating with
creditors, paying bills, and discussing financial
issues with coworkers.29

analysis did not measure whether wellness
programs can save a company money
but did suggest that “such inferences are
reasonable, however, in light of abundant
medical literature and recent worksite studies
that have documented cost savings from risk
reduction efforts.”24

30 Million Workers
Number of workers distracted
from work as a result
of financial distress.30

In a presentation at the CFPB, Professor

The Personal Finance

Skimmyhorn explains that 33,000 credit

Employee Education

reports of Army recruits who participated in

Foundation (PFEEF)

a financial literacy course showed a reduction

reported an ROI of as much as $3 per dollar

in credit balances after the first year. Monthly

invested in a financial wellness program.

payments also fell by 17%.31
In the first year, employers can expect to save
57% of employers believe that financial

$2,000 per employee for an initial investment

literacy education boosts productivity.32

of around $250.35

According to Miller (2012), comprehensive
wellness programs saved $1 to $3 or more per

Click Here to Request a Demo

dollar invested.33

$348

reduced operating
costs per sick day,
per employee.34

In a 2008 study from the Federal Reserve Bank
of Kansas City, the results from a financial
wellness program, which consisted of a
9-hour course training and a maximum of five
1-on-1 counseling sessions with a financial
planner, found that requests for 401(k) loans
were eliminated, total installment debt fell by
14.5%, and many employees stopped being
late on payments.36

72% felt less financially stressed after
enrolling in their company’s financial wellness
program.37
FOOTNOTES
$5,000 in employer savings from limiting
personal financial distractions in the
workplace.38
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